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PROJECT
LOCATION:

3650-3700 South Crenshaw Boulevard, 3450-3500 Obama Boulevard

PROPOSED
PROJECT:

The project includes the construction of an approximately 648,157 square-foot
mixed-use building on a 288,990 square-foot lot for a total FAR of 2.24:1 and
contains 577 residential units and 93,016 square-feet of commercial floor area with
934 parking spaces in a 75-foot tall, six-story building. The project massing consists
of a basement level that includes the residential parking, a two-story podium that
includes parking and commercial space and five building blocks of residential units
arranged into 5-story parallel structures. The building will contain seventy four (74)
studio units, two hundred and forty (240) one-bedroom units, two hundred and fortytwo (242) two-bedroom units, and twenty-one (21) three-bedroom units. The site is
currently vacant.

REQUESTED
ACTION:

Appeal of the entire Planning Director’s Determination of the following:
1. Determine the proposed project is Statutorily Exempt from the California
Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) as a Specific Plan Exemption to Gov.
Section 65088.1 and Public Resources Code Section 21155.4, and the events
specified in Section 21166 have not occurred.
2. Determine, based on the independent judgment of the decision-maker, after
consideration of the whole of the administrative record, the project was assessed
in West Adams-Baldwin Hills-Leimert New Community Plan EIR No. ENV-2008478-EIR SCH No. 2008021013 certified on June 29, 2016; and pursuant to
CEQA Guidelines, Sections 15162 and 15164, no subsequent EIR, negative
declaration, or addendum is required for approval of the Project.
3. Approve a Project Permit Compliance Review a for the construction, use and
maintenance of a six-story, 75-foot tall mixed-use project that contains
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PROJECT ANALYSIS
Background
The subject site is located at 3650 - 3700 South Crenshaw Boulevard and 3450 - 3500 Obama
Boulevard, with approximately 665-feet 5-inches of frontage along the east side of Crenshaw
Boulevard and approximately 474-feet 10-inches of frontage along the south side of Obama
Boulevard. The project site is a 288,990 square-foot irregular-shaped site in the C2-2D-SP Zone
within Subarea A of the Crenshaw Corridor Specific Plan, the South Los Angeles Alcohol Sales
Specific Plan Area and the West Adams-Baldwin Hills-Leimert Community Plan area. The
Crenshaw Corridor Specific Plan provides for area-specific development standards along
Crenshaw Boulevard and adjacent properties, and provides design guidelines for projects within
the Specific Plan. This site, located within Subarea A of the Specific Plan, is a Transit Oriented
Development area, a pedestrian friendly district served by a multi-modal transit system where a
mix of uses provide jobs, housing, and services. Other amenities in the area include access to
open space, enhanced urban design, streetscape improvements that enhance the user’s
experience and an integrated connectivity to and from a fixed transit station. The South Los
Angeles Alcohol Sales Specific Plan Area regulates the procedures for obtaining conditional uses
for the sale of alcoholic beverages for off-site consumption, which the project does not propose.
The site is currently vacant.
Properties to the north across Obama Boulevard are zoned C2-2D-SP and RD2-1 with land use
designations of Community Commercial and Low Medium II Residential. The C2-2D-SP zoned
property to the north is the construction site for the Crenshaw/Exposition Station for Metro’s
Crenshaw/LAX Transit Line. Properties to the north zoned RD2-1 are improved with one-story,
single-family homes. The properties immediately adjacent to the east are zoned R1-1 with a
designated land use of Low II Residential and improved with one-story, single-family homes built
in 1941, and range in size from 1,203 square-feet to 2,150 square-feet. The property immediately
adjacent to the south is zoned C2-2D-SP with a designated land use of Community Commercial
and improved with a commercial shopping center. Properties to the west across Crenshaw
Boulevard are zoned C2-2D-SP with land use designations of Community Commercial and are
improved with commercial buildings one to four-stories in height.
The West Adams-Baldwin Hills-Leimert Community Plan update and the Crenshaw Corridor
Specific Plan amendments were adopted on June 29, 2016 and became effective on April 19,
2017. The proposed project is building within the prescribed development limits of the West
Adams-Baldwin Hills-Leimert Community Plan and the Crenshaw Corridor Specific Plan.
Crenshaw Boulevard, adjoining the subject property to the west is designated an Avenue I by the
Mobility Plan 2035 and is dedicated to a designated right-of-way of 100-feet and improved with
curb, gutter, and sidewalk.
Obama Boulevard, adjoining the subject property to the west is designated a Modified Avenue II
by the Mobility Plan 2035 and is dedicated to a designated right-of-way of 80-feet and improved
with curb, gutter, sidewalks and street lights.
Case History
The case was filed on June 04, 2018 as Case No. CPC-2019-3204-MCUP-SPR-SPP and
included a Master Conditional Use Permit for the sale and dispensing of alcoholic beverages for
six (6) on-site and one (1) off-site outlets; a Site Plan Review for a residential development
resulting in a net increase of 50 units or more and a development that results in an increase of
50,000 square-feet of non-residential floor area; and a Project Permit Compliance for a project
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within the Crenshaw Corridor Specific Plan in compliance with the South Los Angeles Alcohol
Sales Specific Plan. The filling incorrectly identified the City Planning Commission as the initial
decision maker under the South Los Angeles Alcohol Sales Specific Plan, rather than the
Associate Zoning Administrator. On June 20, 2018 case was corrected and the case prefix was
updated to Case No. ZA-2018-3204-MCUP-SPR-SPP. On August 21, 2018 the applicant
withdrew the request for the Master Conditional Use Permit and the case was updated to the
current Case No. DIR-2018-3204-SPR-SPP. The remaining entitlement requests include a Site
Plan Review for a residential development resulting in a net increase of 50 units or more and a
development that results in an increase of 50,000 square-feet of non-residential floor area; and a
Project Permit Compliance for a project within the Crenshaw Corridor Specific Plan. Neither of
the current entitlement requests require a public hearing.
Technical Clarification
The Letter of Determination issued on June 28, 2019 incorrectly listed the Environmental Case
as Case No. ENV-2018-3205-CE. A CE suffix is used for Categorical Exemptions. The project
has qualified for a Statutory Exemption pursuant to California Public Resources Code Section
21155.4. The suffix has been corrected to read Case No. ENV-2018-3205-SE.
Project Summary
The project includes the construction of an approximately 648,157 square-foot mixed-used
building containing 577 residential units and 93,016 square-feet of commercial floor area with 934
parking spaces in a 75-foot tall, six-story building. The project massing consists of a basement
level that includes the residential parking, a two-story podium that includes parking and
commercial space and five building blocks of residential units arranged into 5-story parallel
structures. The building will contain seventy four (74) studio units, two hundred and forty (240)
one-bedroom units, two hundred and forty-two (242) two-bedroom units, and twenty-one (21)
three-bedroom units. The project includes approximately 155,825 square-feet of usable private
and common open space areas. The majority of the project’s common open space is located on
the second floor podium and includes a central lawn and seven landscaped courtyards that run
in between the residential building blocks. Additionally, common open space at the podium level
includes a pool and spa area, a vegetable garden and fire pit areas with seating. An additional
25,000 square-feet of private open space is provided by private balconies accessible through
units. All residential parking spaces are located in the basement level and include 553 standard
spaces, 129 compact spaces and 11 handicap spaces for a total of 693 residential parking
spaces. Commercial parking is located on the ground floor and includes 230 standard spaces, 4
compact spaces and 7 handicap spaces for a total of 241 commercial parking spaces. The project
will provide 224 long-term and 24 short-term residential bicycle parking spaces onsite.
The community-oriented retail uses, consisting of seventeen retail shells, shown on “Exhibit A” as
‘Tenant 01’ through ‘Tenant 17’, range in size from 879 square-feet to 2,613 square-feet, and are
located along the Crenshaw and Obama Boulevard frontages to allow easy access to pedestrians.
The three anchor retail uses, shown on “Exhibit A” as ‘Retail A’, ‘Retail B’, and ‘Retail C’, range in
size from 21,570 square-feet to 26,060 square-feet, and are located on the ground floor, to the
rear of the podium structure and are accessible through an 8-foot wide pedestrian walkway from
Obama Boulevard.
The site is located within walking distance of public transit and local and regional amenities. As
shown in “Exhibit A”, the project will provide design features and landscaping improvements to
enhance the visual quality of the area. All design elements, including the residential and
commercial components have been designed to be compatible with existing and future
development on adjacent properties and neighboring properties. The project has been designed
to include a stepback with reduced height adjacent to nearby single-family homes to be
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compatible with surrounding residential neighborhood. The project would provide a diverse set
of uses that facilitate vehicle trip reduction, accommodate necessary residential growth and
provide a mix of apartment sizes, and reinforce an existing mixed-use corridor by providing an
array of retail choices and employment opportunities, a variety of household sizes, and
landscaped frontages that would be inviting to nearby residents and pedestrians along Crenshaw
Boulevard
Letters to the File
On June 25, 2018 written communication (via email) was submitted by David Pohl expressing
concerns about the number of residential units and expressing support for more open space
onsite.
On May 10, 2019 written communication (via email) was submitted by Damien Goodmon,
Executive Director of Crenshaw Subway Coalition, requesting a delay of the Letter of
Determination, requesting a formal notice of all community members who engaged in the project’s
previous approval process and requesting a public explanation of the Planning Department’s SB
743 Guidelines.
On June 07, 2019 written communication (via email) was submitted by John Keho raising
questions of affordable units and pedestrian access to the anchor retail.
On July 16, 2019 written communication (via email) was submitted by Sharon Farwell expressing
concerns about construction impacts, the amount of residential units, loss of privacy in her
backyard, loss of access to her driveway, and noise created by loading trucks and vehicles.
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APPEAL ANALYSIS
On June 28, 2019, the Director of Planning issued a Determination that conditionally approved a
Project Permit Compliance Review and a Site Plan Review for the proposed project. On July 12,
2019, two appeals were filed by (1) Damien Goodmon and the Crenshaw Subway Coalition and
(2) Loretta Higgins Mueller Trust for the entire decision of the Director of Planning.
The following statements have been compiled from the submitted appeal. The appeal in its
entirety have been attached herein for reference (Exhibits B and C).
1. Appeal 1, Point No. 1
The appellant objects to the decision making process that the project was required to follow.
Staff Response:
The project includes the construction, use and maintenance of a six-story, 75-foot tall mixeduse project that contains approximately 648,157 square-feet of Floor Area on an
approximately 288,990 square-foot vacant site for a total FAR of 2.24:1. The project includes
577 dwelling units, 93,016 square-feet of commercial uses and 934 parking spaces in 1
subterranean level and 1 ground-floor level in the C2-2D-SP Zone within Subarea A and a
Transit-Oriented District of the Crenshaw Corridor Specific Plan. As established in the Letter
of Determination for Case No. DIR-2018-3204-SPR-SPP, the project is substantially
compliant with the West Adams-Baldwin Hills-Leimert Community Plan and the Crenshaw
Corridor Specific Plan, both documents were recently amended after a substantive public
outreach effort.
2. Appeal 1, Point No. 2
To use public funds to allow the erection of 577 market-rate units that are: a) unaffordable to
area residents, and b) will lead to rent increases that make living unfordable constitutes
another in a series of deliberate, calculated, and publicly financed efforts to forcibly remove
and displace a protected class of people, the majority Black and Brown residents of the
Crenshaw District of Leimert Park, Crenshaw Manor and Jefferson Park from their historic
working-class communities by Black politicians. The project is a part of a pattern and practice
on behalf of the Mayor of Los Angeles, Los Angeles City Council, Los Angeles City Council
President Herb Wesson, and Los Angeles City Planning Director to knowingly and
intentionally discriminate against a protected class of low-income residents.
Staff Response:
The applicant has not requested any deviations from the Los Angeles Municipal Code nor has
the applicant requested incentives to increase allowable density. The project site is a vacant
lot.
The project site will replace a vacant lot with the development of 577 residential dwelling units.
As such, the project increases housing supply in the community without resulting in any
displacement of existing housing units or residents.
Additionally, there are several goals in the community plan that encourage a diversity of
housing types and price points including:
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Goal LU7: A community that promotes an environment of safe, inviting, secure and highquality multi-family neighborhoods for all segments of the community.
Goal LU9. A community of neighborhoods where social capital is promoted by ensuring
the provision of adequate housing for all persons regardless of income, age, racial or
ethnic background.
The project as approved substantially complies with the Crenshaw Corridor Specific Plan and
did not require additional incentives typically associated with an affordable housing project.
There is no substantial evidence that the approval of the project resulted in intentional
discrimination against a protected class of low-income residents.
3. Appeal 1, Point No. 3
The project fails to meet the Site Plan Review requirements.
Staff Response:
As defined in LAMC 16.05:
the purpose of the Site Plan Review process is to promote orderly development, evaluate
and mitigate significant environmental impacts, and promote public safety and the general
welfare by ensuring that development projects are properly related to their sites,
surrounding properties, traffic circulation, sewers, other infrastructure and environmental
setting; and to control or mitigate the development of projects which are likely to have a
significant adverse effect on the environment as identified in the City’s environmental
review process, or on surrounding properties by reason of inadequate site planning or
improvements.
Site Plan Review applies to the project because it includes a development that results in an
increase of 50,000 gross square feet of non-residential floor area and an increase of 50 or
more dwelling units and/or guest room.
There are three Findings an applicant must make in order to qualify for a Site Plan Review
entitlement:
1. The project is in substantial conformance with the purposes, intent and provisions of the
General Plan, applicable community plan, and any applicable specific plan.
2. The project consists of an arrangement of buildings and structures (including height, bulk
and setbacks), off-street parking facilities, loading areas, lighting, landscaping, trash
collection, and other such pertinent improvements, that is or will be compatible with
existing and future development on adjacent properties and neighboring properties.
3. The residential project provides recreational and service amenities to improve habitability
for its residents and minimize impacts on neighboring properties.
The project substantially complies with the General Plan, West Adams-Baldwin Hills-Lemeirt
Community Plan and, as established in Findings #1-3 in the Letter of Determination for Case
No. DIR-2018-3204-SPR-SPP. As shown in “Exhibit A” of Case No. DIR-2018-3204-SPRSPP, the project will provide design features and landscaping improvements to enhance the
visual quality of the area and create an arrangement of buildings and structures that meet the
Site Plan Review Findings. All design elements, including the residential recreational and
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services amenities have been designed to be compatible with existing and future development
on adjacent properties and neighboring properties.
As established in the Letter of Determination for Case No. DIR-2018-3204-SPR-SPP in
Findings #4, #5, and #6, the proposed project complies with all provisions of the LAMC Section
16.05 and the Site Plan review requirements. There is no substantial evidence that the project
does not meet Site Plan Review requirements.
4. Appeal 1, Point No. 4
The project fails to meet Project Permit Compliance review requirements. The project violates
the text and spirit of the Crenshaw Corridor Specific Plan.
Staff Response:
On April 19, 2017, Ordinance No. 184,795 became effective amending the Crenshaw Corridor
Specific Plan. The Ordinance amended boundaries for the Specific Plan area and nine
subareas, and amended use limitations, development standards and design guidelines.
As established in Section 2 of the Specific lan, Purposes include:
A. To provide standards for the Specific Plan area which will promote controlled
development while encouraging and stimulating economic revitalization.
B. To assure a balance of commercial land uses in the Specific Plan area that will address
the needs of the surrounding communities and greater regional area.
C. To promote a compatible and harmonious relationship between residential and
commercial development where commercial areas are contiguous to residential
neighborhoods.
D. To preserve and enhance community character and aesthetics by establishing
coordinated and comprehensive standards for signs, buffering and setbacks, building
and wall height, open space and lot coverage, parking and landscaping, as well as
facade treatment and the conservation and preservation of existing resources,
designated historic or otherwise, that shape the identity of the Crenshaw Corridor.
E. To promote a high level of pedestrian activity in areas identified as PedestrianOriented Areas and TOD Areas by promoting neighborhood serving uses, which
encourage pedestrian activity and promote reduced traffic generation.
F. To promote an attractive pedestrian environment in the areas designated as
Pedestrian-Oriented Areas and TOD Areas by regulating the design and placement of
buildings and structures which accommodate outdoor dining and other ground level
retail activity.
H. To encourage the creation of pedestrian-friendly TOD Areas consistent with the goals
and policies of the Community Plan that promote health and sustainability by
encouraging a mix of uses providing jobs, housing, goods and services, as well as
access to open space, all within walking distance of the MidCity/ Exposition and
Crenshaw/LAX Light Rail Transit Corridor stations.
The proposed project will be a mixed-use residential and commercial project that will comply
with the existing use, height, Floor Area Ratio, setback and parking standards of the adopted
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Crenshaw Corridor Specific Plan as delineated in Case No. DIR-2018-3204-SPR-SPP Finding
#1a – 1i. Additionally, the project substantially complies with the Crenshaw Corridor Specific
Plan Design Manual as established in Case No. DIR-2018-3204-SPR-SPP Finding #1k. The
proposed project does not seek any modifications or exceptions from the current development
regulations, design guidelines or administrative procedures. Therefore, the project
substantially complies with the purpose and regulations of the Crenshaw Corridor Specific
Plan.
5. Appeal 1 Point No. 5
The project violates the text and spirit of the Los Angeles General Plan.
Staff Response:
The General Plan Framework Element is a strategy for long-term growth which sets a citywide
context to guide the update of the community plan and citywide elements. The Element
responds to State and Federal mandates to plan for the future. In planning for the future, the
City of Los Angeles is using population forecasts provided by the Southern California
Association of Governments (SCAG). The Framework Element sets forth a citywide
comprehensive long-range growth strategy. It defines citywide policies that will be
implemented through subsequent amendments of the City's community plans, zoning
ordinances, and other pertinent programs.
The Citywide General Plan Framework is a guide for communities to implement growth and
development policies by providing a comprehensive long-range view of the City as a whole.
The General Plan Framework establishes categories of land use including Multi-Family
Residential that are broadly described by ranges of intensity/density, heights, and lists of
typical uses. The definitions reflect a range of land use possibilities found in the City's already
diverse urban, suburban, and rural land use patterns. The project is in conformance with goals
and objectives of the Framework including:
Goal 3C: Multi-family neighborhoods that enhance the quality of life for the City's existing
and future residents.
Objective 3.7: Provide for the stability and enhancement of multi-family residential
neighborhoods and allow for growth in areas where there is sufficient public infrastructure
and services and the residents' quality of life can be maintained or improved.
The project provides a diverse set of uses that facilitate vehicle trip reduction, accommodate
necessary residential growth and provide a mix of apartment sizes, and reinforce an existing
mixed-use corridor by providing an array of retail choices and employment opportunities, a
variety of household sizes, and landscaped frontages that would be inviting to nearby
residents and pedestrians along Crenshaw Boulevard. As conditioned, the proposed project
is in compliance with the Land Use Chapter of the General Plan Framework.
6. Appeal 1 Point No. 6
The project violates the text and spirit of the West Adams-Baldwin Hills-Leimert Community
Plan.
Staff Response:
The West Adams-Baldwin Hills-Leimert Community Plan update was adopted on June 29,
2016 and became effective on April 19, 2017. The area under the jurisdiction of the plan is
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generally bounded by Pico and Venice Boulevards to the north, the City of Inglewood to the
south, Arlington and Van Ness Avenues to the east, and Culver City to the west. The plan’s
introduction describes the plan area with the following statements:
The Community Plan Area’s close proximity to regional destinations such as Hollywood,
LAX and Downtown Los Angeles position it as a desirable location to reside, as clearly
evidenced by the enduring stability of its residential neighborhoods.
Yet the Community Plan Area’s commercial corridors continue to languish through the
absence of adequate amenities that support a healthy quality of life.
Through a collaborative effort involving residents, owners, businesses and developers,
the Department of City Planning has produced a Long Range Plan that sets forth actions
to achieve a common vision that encompasses the full spectrum of issues and
opportunities regarding the Community Plan Area’s physical evolution.
In essence, the importance of the Community Plan lies in its ability to shape positive
community change by harmonizing the Community Plan Area’s unique character through
encouraging sustainable land use patterns as introduced through citywide policies and
regional initiatives.
The process of developing the West Adams-Baldwin Hills-Leimert Community Plan
involved a five-year collaborative effort of public outreach that required continued
community engagement through meetings and workshops at which invaluable input was
brought forth and recommendations developed.
The West Adams-Baldwin Hills-Leimert Community Plan is organized into six chapters. Each
chapter is further organized into sections that address specific topics including land use and
urban design in Chapter 3.
The plan describes Chapter 3 as follows:
Chapter 3: Land Use and Urban Design. The Land Use and Urban Design chapter
expresses the community’s vision for the future. In particular, this chapter describes the
community’s land uses and specifies goals and policies that address residential,
commercial, and industrial development. It further outlines implementation strategies and
programs relative to commercial revitalization, health and sustainability as well as historic
preservation and the conservation of neighborhood character.
As established in Case No. DIR-2018-3204-SPR-SPR, the project substantially complies with
the purpose and regulations of the West Adams-Baldwin Hills-Leimert Community Plan.
7. Appeal 1 Point No. 7
The project violates the text and spirit of the California Environmental Quality Act.
Staff Response:
California Senate Bill (SB) 743 added Public Resources Code (PRC) Section 21155.4, which
establishes a statutory exemption from the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) for
certain projects located within both transit priority areas (TPAs) and specific plan areas for
which an environmental impact report (EIR) was certified.
The project meets each of the requirements of the SB 743 exemption, as set forth below.
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a) Except as provided in subdivision (b), a residential, employment center, as defined
in paragraph (1) of subdivision (a) of Section 21099 , or mixed-use development
project, including any subdivision, or any zoning, change that meets all of the
following criteria is exempt from the requirements of this division:
1. The project is proposed within a transit priority area, as defined in subdivision
(a) of Section 21099.
The project is considered both a mixed-use project (due to its inclusion of both
577 residential dwelling units and 93,016 square-feet of commercial uses) and
an employment center project, as defined by PRC Section 210992 (due to the
fact that the project site is commercially zoned and the projects proposed FAR
will exceed 0.75:1). The project site is also located within a Transit Priority Area,
as it is located approximately 500 feet south of the Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) Expo Line Expo/Crenshaw light
rail station located at 3428 Exposition Boulevard, which constitutes a major
transit stop as defined by the PRC.
2. The project is undertaken to implement and is consistent with a specific plan for
which an environmental impact report has been certified.
The project is fully consistent with the Specific Plan’s standards and guidelines,
as confirmed in the Project Permit Compliance findings of this determination.
The Specific Plan, as most recently amended by the City Council on March 7,
2017, was fully analyzed in the EIR prepared for the West Adams-Baldwin HillsLeimert Community Plan update, which was certified by the City Council on
June 29, 2016.
3. The project is consistent with the general use designation, density, building
intensity, and applicable policies specified for the project area in either a
sustainable communities strategy or an alternative planning strategy for which
the State Air Resources Board, pursuant to subparagraph (H) of paragraph (2)
of subdivision (b) of Section 65080 of the Government Code , has accepted a
metropolitan planning organization's determination that the sustainable
communities strategy or the alternative planning strategy would, if implemented,
achieve the greenhouse gas emissions reduction targets.
The project is consistent with the general use designation, density, building
intensity, and applicable policies specified for the project area by the Southern
California Association of Governments’ (SCAG) 2016-2040 Regional
Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS).
In addition, the SB 743 exemption provides that further CEQA review of a project shall only
be conducted if any of the events specified in PRC Section 21166 have occurred. None of the
events specified in PRC Section 21166 have occurred.
b) Further environmental review shall be conducted only if any of the events specified
in Section 21166 have occurred.
1. No substantial changes have been proposed for the Project which would
require major revisions of the certified EIR.
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The EIR specifically analyzed allowed uses and density in the West AdamsBaldwin Hills-Leimert Community Plan Update, including amendments to the
Crenshaw Corridor Specific Plan. The EIR also analyzed height and FAR
increases, additional design guidelines and standards, the creation of Transit
Oriented Development (TOD) areas, clarification of administrative clearance
and discretionary project permit compliance review thresholds, setbacks,
added sign regulations and standards, as well as use limitations contemplated
as part of the plan update.
The proposed project will be a mixed-use residential and commercial project
that will comply with the existing use, height, FAR, setback and parking
standards of the adopted Crenshaw Corridor Specific Plan as delineated in
Project Permit Compliance Finding #1a – 1i of this determination. Additionally,
the project substantially complies with the Crenshaw Corridor Specific Plan
Design Manual as delineated in Project Permit Compliance Finding #1k of this
determination. The proposed project does not seek any modifications or
exceptions from the current development regulations, design guidelines or
administrative procedures. Due to the project’s consistency with West AdamsBaldwin Hills-Leimert Community Plan Update, including the amendments to
the Crenshaw Corridor Specific Plan, there are no changes being proposed to
the original project assessed in the West Adams-Baldwin Hills-Leimert
Community Plan Update EIR that would require any revisions of the certified
EIR.
2. No substantial changes have occurred with respect to the circumstances under
which the Project is being undertaken which would require major revisions in
the certified EIR.
As evaluated in the Project Permit Compliance Finding #1, the project’s
consistency with the West Adams-Baldwin Hills-Leimert Community Plan,
including the Crenshaw Corridor Specific Plan which was recently adopted as
amended in March 2017, there have been no substantial changes with respect
to the circumstances under which the proposed project is being undertaken,
which includes no new plan amendments or exceptions, that would require any
revisions in the certified EIR.
3. No new information, which was not known and could not have been known at
the time the EIR was certified, has become available.
There is no new information that has become available since the EIR’s
certification or the adoption of the Specific Plan amendments that is relevant
to the proposed development of the proposed project, the implementation of
the Specific Plan, or the analysis contained in the EIR.
The project fully qualifies for the SB 743 CEQA exemption, no exception to this exemption
applies and none of the events specified in PRC Section 21166 have occurred.
8. Appeal 1 Point No. 8
The project violates the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Staff Response:
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According the Department of Building and Safety’s Information Bulletin No. P/BC 2017-143,
public accommodations shall maintain in operable working condition those features of facilities
and equipment that are required to be accessible to and useable by persons with disabilities.
The State of California delegates authority to the local jurisdiction to ensure compliance with
Title 24, Part 2 of the California Code of Regulations. Owners(s) of the building and his/her
consultants are responsible for compliance with the most current Federal Regulations
contained in the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and Fair Housing Act (FHA). Where
the ADA & FHA requirements exceed those contained in Title 24, Part 2, it is the responsibility
of the owners and their consultants to ensure compliance with the most current ADA & FHA
regulations, as the City is not authorized to review plans or inspect projects for ADA & FHA
compliance. There is no substantial evidence the project violates the Americans with
Disabilities Act.
9. Appeal 1 Point No. 9
The project violates the Fair Housing Act.
Staff Response:
The Los Angeles Housing + Community Investment Department administers a contract with
the Southern California Housing Rights Center (HRC) to provide a citywide fair housing
program. The HRC provides the following services:
•
•
•
•
•

Investigations of housing discrimination complaints concerning housing for rent or sale,
advertising, lending, insurance, steering, blockbusting and hate crimes
Remedies for valid complaints, including conciliations, legal action and administrative
referrals to state and federal fair housing agencies
Multilingual counseling on fair housing and predatory lending issues
Multilingual property owner, manager and realtor training sessions
Educational seminars, workshops and presentations on fair housing

The project includes the construction of an approximately 648,157 square-foot mixed-used
building containing 577 residential units and 93,016 square-feet of commercial floor area with
934 parking spaces in a 75-foot tall, six-story building. There is no substantial evidence that it
violates the Fair Housing Act.
10. Appeal 1 Point No. 10
The project violates the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Staff Response:
Civil Rights Act of 1964 declared “it to be the policy of the United States that discrimination on
the ground of race, color, or national origin shall not occur in connection with programs and
activities receiving federal financial assistance and authorizes and directs the appropriate
Federal departments and agencies to take action to carry out this policy.”
The project includes the construction of an approximately 648,157 square-foot mixed-used
building containing 577 residential units and 93,016 square-feet of commercial floor area with
934 parking spaces in a 75-foot tall, six-story building. There is no substantial evidence that it
violates the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
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11. Appeal 1 Point No. 11
The project violates the Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution.
Staff Response:
While the government may take private property, with compensation, to promote the public
interest, that interest also may be served by regulation of property use pursuant to the police
power. The distinguishing characteristic between eminent domain and the police power is that
the former involves the taking of property because of its need for the public use while the latter
involves the regulation of such property to prevent the use thereof in a manner that is
detrimental to the public interest. The project does not propose a taking of private property
nor does it prevent the use thereof that is detrimental to the public interest. The project
includes the construction of an approximately 648,157 square-foot mixed-used building
containing 577 residential units and 93,016 square-feet of commercial floor area with 934
parking spaces in a 75-foot tall, six-story building. There is no substantial evidence that it
violates the Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution.
12. Appeal 1 Point No. 12
The project violates the California Fair Employment and Housing Act.
Staff Response:
The Fair Employment and Housing Act (FEHA) is a California statute which prohibits
employment and housing discrimination. This statute applies to public and private employers,
labor organizations and employment agencies. The Fair Employment and Housing Act
(FEHA) is enforced by the California Department of Fair Employment and Housing (DFEH).
The project includes the construction of an approximately 648,157 square-foot mixed-used
building containing 577 residential units and 93,016 square-feet of commercial floor area with
934 parking spaces in a 75-foot tall, six-story building. There is no substantial evidence that it
violates the California Fair Employment and Housing Act.
13. Appeal 1 Point No. 13
The project violates the California Civil Rights Act.
Staff Response:
The Unruh Civil Rights Act, California Civil Code section 51, states:
All persons within the jurisdiction of this state are free and equal, and no matter what their
sex, race, color, religion, ancestry, national origin, disability, medical condition, genetic
information, marital status, sexual orientation, citizenship, primary language, or
immigration status are entitled to the full and equal accommodations, advantages,
facilities, privileges, or services in all business establishments of every kind whatsoever.
The project includes the construction of an approximately 648,157 square-foot mixed-used
building containing 577 residential units and 93,016 square-feet of commercial floor area
with 934 parking spaces in a 75-foot tall, six-story building. There is no substantial
evidence that it violates the California Civil Rights Act.
14. Appeal 1 Point No. 15
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The project violates the text and spirit of SB 743.
Staff Response:
CEQA contains a variety of methods to streamline the environmental review of development
projects that have been analyzed in a previously prepared Environmental Impact Report
(EIR). The California State Legislature has enacted several methods of streamlining CEQA
review, including infill projects under SB 743.
When a specific plan has been adopted and an EIR has been certified for that plan, certain
projects are “exempt” from further CEQA review under SB 743. This section limits the review
that will be needed and allows the specific plan’s EIR to be used as the CEQA document for
later projects consistent with the specific plan. The project has been to found to be consistent
with the specific plan and the adopted and certified EIR as evaluated in Appeal 1 Point No. 7
on page A-9 of this recommendation report.
The proposed project substantially complies with the intent of SB743.
15. Appeal 1, Point No. 16 and Appeal 2, Point No. 1
The project violates public notice and disclosure requirements.
Staff Response:
Project Permit Compliance, pursuant to LAMC 11.5.7, noticing requirements read:
b) Transmittal of Written Decision. Upon making a written decision, the Director shall
transmit a copy by First Class Mail to the applicant. Copies shall also be provided to: the
Department of Building and Safety; the Councilmember(s) having jurisdiction over the
specific plan area in which the property is located; the Department of Transportation,
where appropriate; owners of all properties abutting, across the street or alley from, or
having a common corner with the subject property; the Department of Neighborhood
Empowerment; the chairperson of any design review or plan review board having
jurisdiction over the specific plan area in which the property is located; and interested
parties who have filed written requests with the City Planning Department.
Site Plan Review, pursuant to LAMC 16.05, noticing requirements read:
d. The Director shall send notice of the determination to the applicant and the interested
parties listed in Section 16.05G3(b) of the determination by First Class Mail. Failure to
receive notice shall not invalidate any action taken pursuant to this section. (Amended
by Ord. No. 172,489, Eff. 4/16/99.)
None of the requested entitlements (Site Plan Review nor Project Permit Compliance)
required a public hearing, thus no notice of public hearing was required. The Letter of
Determination for Case No. DIR-2018-3204-SPR-SPP followed applicable noticing
requirements as dictated by Los Angeles Municipal Codes Section 11.5.7 and Section 16.05.
16. Appeal 2, Point No. 2
There have been changes to the number of residential units vs retail space, height of the
project, parking and traffic mitigation which are significant to the original plan from 2010.
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Staff Response:
Case No. DIR-2012-0643-SPP was approved on July 3, 2012 for a Specific Plan Project
Permit Compliance for Construction of a new, approximately 300,000-square-foot retail
shopping center consisting of two two-story commercial buildings having a maximum height
of 45 feet, and a total of 1,001 on-site parking spaces between on-grade and rooftop parking
areas, on an approximately 6.5 acre (283, 140- square-foot) site and a Mitigated Negative
Declaration No. ENV-2007-4662-MND-REC2 as the environmental clearance.
Administrative Condition No. 7 of the Letter of Determination reads:
6.

As specified in Municipal Code Section 16.50 E 4, the term of this Determination
is valid for a period of two (2) years, so long as all necessary building permits are
obtained within those two years. In the event a building permit is obtained in a
timely manner but subsequently expires, the Director's decision (or Area Planning
Commission's decision on appeal) shall expire with the building permit.

The entitlements approved under Case No. DIR-2012-0643-SPP were not effectuated and
have since expired. Case No. DIR-2018-3204-SPR-SPP was filed on June 04, 2018 and was
approved on June 28, 2019 as it complied with all adopted regulations at the time.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated herein, and in the findings of the Director’s Determination, the proposed
project does comply with the applicable provisions of Project Permit Compliance, Site Plan
Review and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Planning staff evaluated the
proposed project and determined it meets the Crenshaw Corridor Specific Plan and Site Plan
Review requirements and that the project qualifies for a Statutory Exemption. Based on the
complete plans submitted by the applicant and considering the appellant’s arguments for appeal,
staff has determined that the project meets the required findings.
Therefore staff recommends the South Los Angeles Area Commission deny the appeal and
sustain the determination by the Director of Planning in approving DIR-2018-3204-SPR-SPP, and
determine that project is Statutorily Exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act
(“CEQA”) as a Specific Plan Exemption to Gov. Section 65088.1 and Public Resources Code
Section 21155.4, and the events specified in Section 21166 have not occurred and determing,
based on the independent judgment of the decision-maker, after consideration of the whole of the
administrative record, the project was assessed in West Adams-Baldwin Hills-Leimert New
Community Plan EIR No. ENV-2008-478-EIR SCH No. 2008021013 certified on June 29, 2016;
and pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Sections 15162 and 15164, no subsequent EIR, negative
declaration, or addendum is required for approval of the Project.
The proposed project is consistent with all applicable provisions of the General Plan, and the
Crenshaw Corridor Specific Plan. The appellant did not provide evidence or findings to show that
the Director of Planning erred or abused in approving Case No. DIR-2018-3204-SPR-SPP.
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